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January 12: Motown Records Is Founded

Use the clues on the next page to find the Mystery Year.

Mystery Year
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January 12: Motown Records Is Founded 
On January 12 of the Mystery Year, Tamla Records 
was founded by Berry Gordy, Jr. The following year, 
it became incorporated as Motown Record 
Corporation. The name Motown mixes the words 
motor and town — which became a nickname for 
the city of Detroit, where the company was 
originally located. Its trademark, “The Motown 
Sound,” is a type of soul music that has a 
mainstream pop appeal. Motown is an example of 
an African American-owned label that achieved 
tremendous success with a wide audience. 

Some of the top artists who performed for the label  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Motown Building,  
nicknamed Hitsville U.S.A., 

now a museum in Detroit 

include Smokey Robinson, the Four Tops, Marvin Gaye, 
the Marvelettes, Diana Ross and the Supremes, the Jackson 5, 
the Temptations, Stevie Wonder, and Indira Arie Simpson. 

Use these clues to find the Mystery Year. 

1. During its first ten years, Motown achieved __?__ records in the top-ten of the 
Billboard Hot 100. The missing number above is the value of this expression: 

15 ´ 110 + 4 ´ 24 
The ones digit of the value of the expression is the ones digit of the 
Mystery Year. 

2. Diana walked into a music store. She spent half her money on soul music. Then she 
spent half of what was left on jazz music. Then she spent half of what was left on 
rock music. Finally, she spent the remaining $13 she had on classical music. How 
much money did Diana have at the start? 
The sum of the digits in the amount of money Diana had at the start is the 
tens digit of the Mystery Year. 

3. A radio station allocates 6 minutes each half-hour to commercials. If each commercial 
is  minute long, how many commercials can the station run in 6 minutes? 

The number of commercials is the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year. 

4. 60% of the 6,130 people who called in to a radio station selected “rhythm & blues” 
as their favorite type of music. How many callers made that selection? 
The sum of the digits in the above answer is the sum of the digits in the 
Mystery Year. 

 
 
 
  

2
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 Thousands Hundreds Tens  Ones 
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How to Use Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with sample, step-by-step  
solutions and scaffolding strategies that include valuable teacher information.
➤ Step-by-Step Solutions are designed so even beginning teachers will 

be well-equipped to help all students. Alternative solution strategies are 
detailed to illustrate various paths to the solution.

➤ Math Notes provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. 
This includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of 
related common student misconceptions with intervention suggestions. 

➤ Extensions allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
➤ Multicultural Notes bring to light the contributions from various cultures  

related to the discovery/development of the content of the puzzle.
➤ Historical Notes provide further context for the theme of the puzzle.  

Often these notes delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the 
puzzle. Included are links to video clips and uplifting quotes.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing how to use the puzzles,  
go to: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/7037642

OVERVIEW 
These puzzles connect mathematics to other disciplines, inspirational individuals, historical & 
current events, social justice issues, and pop culture — to reflect the diverse nature of our society. 
Each puzzle has brief information and questions about a specific day in history.

 Mystery Year Each puzzle begins with the critical reading of a passage of historical 
information about a particular person or event in a Mystery Year. Students use math 
clues to determine the year when the event occurred. Each clue produces a digit of 
the Mystery Year, and the final clue provides a check on the other clues.

 Bellringers The puzzles are ideal for warm-ups, sponge activities, skills-review/test 
prep, enrichment/challenge activities, mini-lessons –– and even as activities for use 
with math clubs.

 Test Prep The math content of the warm-ups is based on a daily mixed review of 
skills. By revisiting a variety of important skills on a daily basis, students are likely to 
keep those skills sharp for the high-stakes tests that they will be taking later in the 
year. And the real-world contexts keep students engaged.

 Common Core State Standards The skills/concepts addressed in the puzzles 
are drawn from the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content and 
Mathematical Practice from Grades 5–8. Overall, the skills increase in difficulty as the 
year progresses. It should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the 
puzzles with success to provide students with important skills review in context.

CCSS
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Teacher Notes and Sample Solution Strategies for January 12 
 
January 12: Motown Records Is Founded 

CCSS: 6.EE.1, MP1 (Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in Solving Them), 
MP2 (Reason Abstractly and Quantitatively), 5.NF.6, 6.NS.1, 6.RP.3.c. 

Mystery Year: 1959 

1. To evaluate the expression, 15 ´ 110 + 4 ´ 24, students should apply the order of 
operations: 

15 ´ 110 + 4 ´ 24 =  
15 ´ 1 + 4 ´ 16 = Evaluate the powers: 110 = 1; 24 = 16. 
15 + 64 = Multiply: 15 ´ 1 = 15; 4 ´ 16 = 64. 
79 Add. 

The digit in the ones place of 79 is 9, so the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 9. 
Math Notes: Common errors that students make when evaluating the expression  
15 ´ 110 + 4 ´ 24 include: 
o Thinking 110 = 10. Reinforce the definition that an exponent tells the number of 

times the base (in this case, 1), is used as a factor. Thus,  
110 = 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 ´ 1 = 1. 

o Misapply the order of operations by finding the product 4 ´ 2 prior to evaluating 
24. Point out that 84 = 4,096, while 4 ´ 24 = 4 ´ 16, or 64. Students may make the 
same mistake by first multiplying 15 ´ 1, and then attempting to raise 15 to the 
10th power.  
Remind students that to ensure that an expression names just ONE number, 
mathematicians devised a set of rules to “bring some order”  to the situation. As 
such, we have a “convention” known as the order of operations: 

1. Work within parentheses, brackets, or any grouping symbol. This includes 
expressions in a numerator/denominator, under a radical, within an 
absolute value sign, and so on. 

2. Evaluate any expression with an exponent. 
3. Multiply and divide in order from left to right. (Multiplication and division 

are at the same level.) 
4. Add and subtract in order from left to right. (Addition and subtraction are 

at the same level.) 
Note: Some educators suggest that we should avoid using the mnemonic device, 
“Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally” (Parentheses, Exponents, Multiply, Divide, 
Add, Subtract) because it may lead students to think that multiplication is always 
done before division, and addition is always done before subtraction. Those 
educators, including the authors of these puzzles, suggest that we should kindly 
excuse our dear Aunt Sally from the curriculum. 

2. To solve this clue, students may consider using the problem-solving strategy, work 
backwards. Other students may prefer to solve it algebraically.  

Diana walked into a music store. She spent half her money on soul music. Then 
she spent half of what was left on jazz music. Then she spent half of what was left 
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on rock music. Finally, she spent the remaining $13 she had on classical music. 
How much money did Diana have at the start? 

o Solve by Working Backwards:  
With this strategy, students start with the end result and work backwards through 
each step until arriving back at the initial conditions. We know that Diana ended 
up with $0. We also know that right before she spent $13 on classical music, she 
spent half her money on rock music. Thus, she had twice as much, or $26, right 
before buying the rock music — with half of that ($13) going for rock music, 
and the final half, or $13, for classical music. Right before buying the jazz 
music, she had $52, because $52 is twice as much as $26 (the amount she spent 
on her final two transactions). So, she spent half of $52, or $26 on jazz music. 
Right before buying the soul music, she had twice as much as $52, or $104. So, 
she had $104 at the start.  
To check the result, she spent half of $104, or $52, on soul music, half of $52, or 
$26 on jazz music, half of $26, or $13, on rock music, and the final $13 on 
classical music. 
The sum of the digits in $104 is 5, so the tens digit of the Mystery Year is 5. 

o Solve Algebraically:  
Let m be the Total amount of money spent on music. Then:  

m represents the money spent on soul, 

m represents the money spent on jazz (because  of the  that is left is ), 

m represents the money spent on rock (because  of the  that is left is ), 

and $13 was spent on classical. 
Thus, the equation describing this scenario is: 

m + m + m + 13 = m 

Solve the equation: 
m + m + m + 13 = m Write equivalent fractions with the common denominator 8. 

m + 13 = m Combine like terms. 

 13 = m Subtract m from each side of the equation. (Note that  

  m – m = m. Explain that m = m, so, m – m = m) 

8 ´ 13 = 8 ´ m Multiply each side of the equation by 8. 

104 = m Multiply and simplify. 

Thus, $104 is the Total amount spent on music. The sum of the digits in $104 is 5, 
so the tens digit of the Mystery Year is 5. 
You can check by substituting $104 for m in each of the above expressions: 

soul: ($104) = $52 jazz: ($104) = $26 rock: ($104) = $13 

classical: $13 
$52 + $26 + $13 + $13 = $104, so the problem checks. 
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Extension: To provide another problem that could be solved by working backwards, 
have students solve the following:   

At the end of the day on Jan. 12, there was $100 in your checking account. 
Earlier that day, you deposited a check for $35. On Jan. 11, you wrote a check for 
$15. On Jan. 10, withdrew $50 from your checking account. How much money 
was in your checking account before you withdrew the $50?  
Solution (by working backwards): 

The end result of $100 is given. To find the amount in your checking account 
at the start, students may start with the final amount, $100, and do the 
opposite of depositing $35 (subtract $35 from the final amount). Then they do 
the opposite of paying out $15 (add $15 to the amount in the account). Finally, 
they do the opposite of withdrawing $50 (add $50 to the amount in the 
account). There was $100 – $35 + $15 + 50 = $130 in the checking account 
before you withdrew the $50. 

3. Students need to determine how many groups of size  minute fit into 6 minutes. 

This is a measurement (or equal grouping) division* situation where we know how 
much there is in all (6 minutes), and we know the size of each group (  minute). We 

need to find how many groups of that size will fit into the total. So, we can divide as 
follows: 

6 ÷   =  6 ´   =    =    =  9 

Another way to solve the problem is to draw a number line from 0 to 6, mark the 
intervals in thirds, and count how many groups of  unit each fit into 6 units. There 

are 9 groups of  unit each, so the number of commercials is 9. Thus, the hundreds 

digit of the Mystery Year is 9. 
Math Notes: A common student misconception is that students multiply rather than 
divide, interpreting the problem as finding “6 groups of  each.” Students would thus 

obtain 6 ´  = , or 4, as the answer. For those students, ask:  

Should the answer be greater than 6, or should it be less than 6? Why? (The 
answer should be greater than 6 because  is less than 1. Thus, you can fit more 

than 6 commercials in 6 minutes.)  
Now ask:  

Suppose each commercial were 2 minutes long. How many commercials could 
you run in 6 minutes? Explain how you got your answer? (3 commercials would 
fit in. You could divide 6 by 2 to obtain 3.)  

Connect the idea of dividing 6 by 2 to obtain the number of commercials that could fit 
in that example to the situation with fractions.  

Another strategy: You could also convert  minute to 40 seconds (  of 60 = 40), and 

also convert the 6 minutes to 360 seconds (6 ´ 60 = 360). Students could now divide 
360 by 40 to see how many 40-second commercials fit into 6 minutes (9). Thus, the 
hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 9. 
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* Math Notes and Extension: As mentioned in the above solution, finding how 
many groups of size  minute fit into 6 minutes is a measurement (or equal 

grouping) division situation. Again, here we know how much there is in all, and we 
know the size of each group. We need to find how many groups of that size will fit 
into the total. Another type of division problem is called partitive (or equal 
sharing) division. Here we know how much there is in all, and we know how many 
groups of the same size there are. We need to find the size of each group. Provided 
below is a problem of each type that you may want your students to solve: 

Measurement (equal grouping) Division 
8 pizzas are shared so that each person receives  pizza.  

How many people will receive pizza? (8 ÷  = 8 ´ 4, or 32 people).  

A common misconception is that students interpret the problem as  
“8 being equally divided into 4 parts, with each part being  of 8.”  

So, those students would obtain an answer of  ´ 8, or 2. Ask: Does it make 

sense that only 2 people will be able to get pizza? (No.) 
Partitive (equal sharing) Division 

Stevie and Arie equally share  of a pizza. How much of the pizza does 

each person get? (  ÷ 2 =  ´  = , or . So, each person will get  

of the pizza.) 
A common misconception is that students again 
will multiply rather than divide, obtaining  
2 ´  = , or 1 . Ask: Does it make sense that 

each person will get to eat more than a whole 
pizza — when they were equally sharing less than 
one pizza? (No.) For this problem, you may have 
students make a diagram as shown at right, and 
label every other slice with the initials  
S and an A to show the slices that Stevie and Arie will get. The 
diagram shows that each person will get 4 slices. Because each slice is 

 of the pizza, each person will get , or  of the pizza. 

4. 60% of 6,130 = 0.60 ´ 6,130, or 3,678, The sum of the digits in 3,678 is 24. The 
digits of the Mystery Year that have been determined so far are __ 9 5 9. The sum of 
those digits is 23. Thus, the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 1, and the Mystery 
Year is confirmed to be 1959.  

Historical Notes: According to Wikipedia < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motown>, “the 
Motown Sound” typically used tambourines to accent the back beat, prominent and often 
melodic electric bass-guitar lines, distinctive melodic and chord structures, and a call-
and-response singing style that originated in gospel music. 
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What began as a small record company, quickly become the largest Black American-
owned enterprise in the country — and ultimately became a major national music 
industry competitor in the United States. 

Motown’s headquarters were in Detroit, Michigan from 1959 through 1968. Those 
headquarters became the Motown Historical Museum in 1985. 
In 1968, founder, Berry Gordy, Jr.,  relocated Motown to Los Angeles, California — 
where he expanded operations to include film and TV production. In 1988, the company 
was sold to MCA Records. In 1993, PolyGram bought the company from MCA. Then, in 
1999, Universal Music purchased the company from Polygram. During much of the 
2000s, the company was located in New York, but it moved back to Los Angeles in 2014. 
In 2018, Motown was inducted into the Rhythm and Blues Music Hall of Fame.  

• For a list of the Motown artists, go to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Motown_artists 

• For a link to audio tracks for the “Best Motown Songs: 50 Essential Tracks To Get 
You Dancing In The Street,” go to https://www.udiscovermusic.com/stories/best-motown-
songs/. 

• For a YouTube link (3:22) to the trailer for Motown the Musical, introduced by Berry 
Gordy, Jr., go to https://www.youtube.com/embed/Kl_m-cDq9Ic 

“I grew up in Marcy Projects in Brooklyn, and my mom and pop had an 
extensive record collection, so Michael Jackson and Stevie Wonder and all of 
those sounds and souls of Motown filled the house.” 

—Jay-Z (1969–) 

“One thing I can say about the Motown acts is that we were a family. That's not 
a myth.” 

—Smokey Robinson (1940–) 

“Motown was about music for all people — white and black, blue and green, 
cops and the robbers. I was reluctant to have our music alienate anyone.”  

“I have this ability to find this hidden talent in people that sometimes even they 
didn't know they had.” 

—Berry Gordy, Jr. (1928–), record executive, record producer, songwriter, 
film/television producer, and founder of the Motown record label 
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